Making Interactive
Business Intelligence
work on Hadoop
With Jethro 2.0, experience reporting & visualizations at any
scale & at interactive speed while querying Hadoop directly
from BI tools like Qlik or Tableau or SaaS BI dashboards.

Headquartered in New York
with R&D Center in Israel

http://jethro.io

Founded in 2013 by three
database industry veterans
Backed by Pitango & Square
Peg Venture Capital

Jethro’s Value Proposition
Keep data in Hadoop & get the performance of an EDW engine.

What’s the technology?
Jethro is a combination of two engines: columnar SQL
database and search indexing. Think Impala plus Elastic
Search, in one product. It looks and behaves like a SQL engine
but leverages the full-indexing engine inside to power fast
queries. Indexing, smart caching and micro auto-cubes work in
tandem to deliver the fastest interactive BI experience.

Why is this needed?
As companies move their EDW to Hadoop, they expect to be
able to migrate their analytical applications as well. While

What are the alternatives?
Many companies are forced to point their BI applications away
from Hadoop: 1. traditional EDWs such as Teradata or Vertica
2. cloud services like Redshift or Big Query 3. full BI as a
Service such as Domo or GoodData. This goes directly against
Hadoop’s promise of being THE data platform of the future.

Don’t we already have Hive, Impala &
SparkSQL? Can’t they do the job?
These, and the many other existing SQL-on-Hadoop tools, are
general-purpose SQL engines. They use a traditional MPP /
Full-Scan architecture which often requires a scan of the entire
dataset. For BI applications, where queries tend to be selective,
index-architecture, as purposely built by Jethro, is much more
effective. Jethro is a complimentary tool to Impala and is
typically used side-by-side on the same cluster.

Getting Data Into Jethro
1. Customers identify BI-ready datasets
a. A one-time process is used to create a Jethro-indexed
version of the dataset which is then stored in Hadoop
b. As new data arrives, it is passed on to Jethro to perform
incremental indexing, as frequently as every minute

workloads such as ETL, predictive analytics and machine
learning work great in Hadoop, the more performance-sensitive
BI applications suffer from the inherent low latency.

"We use Jethro to be able to service our near
real-time needs and to provide interactive
reports because Hadoop by definition is a
batch processing system."
Samik K Mukherjee, WP Architect and Project Manager
at Tata Consultancy Services

Connecting to BI Tools
2. BI applications connect live to Jethro via ODBC/JDBC and
send SQL queries for each user interaction

•

results, are stored in HDFS
•

d. Jethro also utilizes other features such as query result

Jethro communicates with the HDFS cluster via hdfs-client
or NFS

c. Jethro uses its indexes to identify the exact rows actually
needed for the query and then fetches the relevant data

All data, including index files, column files, cubes, query

When to use Jethro

cache and auto micro cubes to further speed up typical BI

•

Need to run BI tool such as Tableau over data in Hadoop

queries

•

Datasets typically range from 1B to 10B rows (largest

System architecture

•

customer has over 100B rows)
•

Jethro compute servers run as edge nodes and are stateless

SQL Acceleration Server by

Dozens of internal or external users expecting <10s
response time

at a Glance

What is the SQL Acceleration Server?
BI Tool

An indexing & caching server for BI tools and SaaS
analytics dashboards

Hadoop Full Scan / Brute Force
All Other SQL-on-Hadoop Tools

1. Reads entire dataset. Every time.

When is this needed?

When extracts are too big/ slow and data needs to be
accessed at the source
How does it work?
1. BI tool / analytics dashboard sends live queries to
Jethro
2. Jethro speeds up queries
• Full indexing – every column is indexed
• Result cache – every query is cached
• Auto cubes – every repeatable pattern
3. Everything stored in Hadoop. Data is not moved from
HDFS.

Compatibility?

• Works with Hadoop and any data source and
big data platform
• Optimal for 0.5B - 10B row datasets

Impact on Hadoop Cluster
Massive number of unnecessary I/O
Extensive CPU and memory usage

vs
Index Access
Jethro

1. Analyzes indexes
2. Fetches only relevant data

Unique Capabilities?

• Supports complex data models like star and
snowflake schema
• Enables set analysis functionality such as
"include/exclude filters" and "total function"

Impact on Hadoop Cluster
Drastically lower load
Minimal I/O, CPU and memory usage

